ieee transactions on ultrasonics, ferroelectrics, and frequency control, vol. 57, no. 6, june 2010 Abstract-Reconfigurable arrays offer an advantage over traditional ultrasound arrays because of their flexibility in channel selection. To improve ultrasound beamforming and coverage through beam steering, we propose a hybrid beamforming technique to elongate the depth of focus of transmit beams and a method of element selection that improves steering capabilities that take advantage of array reconfigurability using annular rings. A local minimization technique to optimize the hybrid aperture is discussed in this paper. The chosen hybrid apertures covering four focal zones result in improved range in depth of focus when compared with pure spherical beams via point spread functions (PSF) and lesion signal-tonoise ratio (LSNR) calculations. Improvements were statistically significant at focal depth extremes. Our method of beam steering utilizing a quantized phase delay selection to minimize delay errors indicated better performance by removing an artifact present with traditional ringed element selection.
i. introduction a nnular array focusing is a viable alternative to linear and cylindrical focusing because it provides a large improvement in elevational beam width compared with conventional linear arrays without requiring a large number of channels [1] . early studies showed that annular arrays with as few as 12 rings produce good quality images [2] . reconfigurable arrays are especially advantageous with annular and other configurations because subelements are dynamically linked together to form larger elements and can be adjusted to optimize the beam for steering and partial aperture imaging at the edges of the scanning area [3] [4] [5] . activation of subelements is electronically moved across the aperture for precise and accurate beamforming. not only are fewer channels needed, but this technology eliminates mechanical error and failures and electronic motor noise which are prevalent when translating linear arrays for a 3-d volume data set, thereby avoiding unnecessary degradation in image spatial fidelity and snr [6] .
the reconfigurable array concept allows us to take advantage of linear and other symmetrical beamforming as well. for instance, axicon focusing can be easily implemented with this array technology. axicon focusing has been investigated in optics [7] , [8] along with various acoustical studies [9] [10] [11] [12] . axicon focusing is advantageous because the beams maintain a constant width of the main lobe over the length of the beam, allowing for a large depth of focus. However, there is considerable side lobe energy beyond the main axis that has prevented practical use of axicon focusing in pulse echo imaging. an alternative to long depth of focus encompasses variations of the non-diffracting solution to the wave equation [13] , [14] . these non-diffracting beams also propagate with a constant beam width over a long distance. nevertheless, they consist of energy off-axis that requires suppression for high resolution and high contrast imaging. other variations such as a lorentz resonance curve delay have also been investigated [15] .
in this paper, we will develop methods to improve straight beamforming and beam steering by taking advantage of array reconfigurability for breast imaging. We propose a method of optimizing such an aperture that utilizes spherical and conical focusing to produce a transmit beam with an extended depth of focus while suppressing much of the side lobe energy usually associated with axicon focusing. a simple hybrid aperture will be investigated that takes advantage of the reconfigurability of the 2-d aperture because it can be easily achieved in annular configurations. this paper will explain aperture choice through beam optimization and compare the optimized beams with purely spherical analogs. We will also examine the selection of different elements for steering to improve beam quality.
ii. Materials and Methods

A. Transmitted Beam Optimization
to optimize the beam, we seek to quantify limitations that directly affect ultrasound image quality. instead of evaluating grayscale ultrasound images, physical limitations that influence image fidelity will be investigated. Performance metrics have been defined and used before to assess quality of ultrasound scanners by evaluating key characteristics of high-quality images such as narrow beam width and deep penetration into soft tissue [16] . in this paper, we proceed in a similar fashion and introduce slightly more complex cost functions to determine aperture choice that aim to minimize beam width over the entire depth of field while penalizing clutter energy.
We propose a hybrid transmit aperture divided into an inner, spherical portion and an outer, conical, or axicon, portion. this focusing elongates the beam, preserving beam width while minimizing side lobe energy that accompanies conical focusing. to minimize phase distortion, the delays are matched at the edge between the spherical and conical aperture. We refer to this technique as hybrid beamforming for the rest of the paper.
for the proposed hybrid aperture, there are multiple parameters that affect beam quality, including the size of the two apertures, angle of the conical beam (φ), and focusing depth of the spherical beam (z s ). the parameters for aperture selection are shown in fig. 1 . We label the radius at which the spherical and axicon apertures intersect r 1 and the radius of the entire aperture r 2 . axicon fraction is defined as the ratio of the axicon to the spherical aperture:
Beams of narrow main lobe width translate to narrow Psfs, or high resolution and sharp borders where they actually are sharp. Beams with low side lobe and clutter energy result in better cnr, especially when imaging anechoic lesions [17] . thus, low side lobe and clutter energy contribute to improved detectability of large, lowcontrast targets [18] , as well as improved contrast in what should be extremely high-contrast objects such as large, simple cysts. the width at various levels below the peak of the Psf has been chosen to describe the effective beam width for pulse-echo imaging. the −6 dB beam width, or full-width at half-maximum is most common, but the −20 dB width [19] has been recommended by some as being more useful in gray scale imaging. there is no one, best descriptor of beam width profiles whose shapes can vary, but it is possible to avoid extreme beam shapes. to optimize this hybrid beam over an extended depth range, 
the ultrasound beam widths will be determined as a function of depth via numerical simulation. Given a simulated beam, this cost function integrates the −6 and −20 dB beam w over the depth range, z 1 to z 2 , where the beam maintains > −12 dB of the peak signal. the integration term includes a z term to place emphasis on the beam width at deeper depths as sensitivity decreases as a function of depth. another measure of beam centrality, or the amount of clutter energy in a beam, is the energy ratio, the fraction for the energy in the −6 dB beam width at depth z as a percent of the total energy passing through a plane at z and normal to the beam. We place a restriction on the useable range of a given transmission that this energy ratio be maintained at ± 3% from the average, typically a value around 0.95. in other words, approximately 95% of the energy of the beam at each depth is located within the 6 dB beam width. depths at which this threshold is not met are removed from the integration range. Because the 6 dB and 20 dB integrations are naturally biased because of the absolute beam width value, they are both normalized by their corresponding spherical Bessel beam width at the spherical focus, as indicated by W 6 and W 20 . By minimizing the S metric, we seek the beam with the best combination of narrow beam width over a long depth range (z 2 − z 1 ), which correlates to good lateral resolution over the entire depth of focus.
S(w, z) serves as the core function for minimization of the main lobe of the hybrid transmit beams, taking into account beam widths and depth of penetration which directly affects the Psf and image resolution. We add another criterion to the minimization factor that will limit energy dispersion of a beam, or the off-axis side lobe and clutter energy that leads to degradation of image contrast. this metric is especially useful for separability when S values alone fall within a small range of each other. the acoustic power of a beam is centralized if the first moment of intensity is small, so we seek to minimize the ratio of the first to zeroth moment of the intensity at z: the moments are calculated and averaged over the depth range of the beam. R represents the distance from the z-axis, which in these simulations will correlate to the center of the beam because there is no steering involved. Because we are dealing with symmetric array beamforming, r may be substituted with x, or the lateral axis. small-er T values correlate to less off-axis energy and higher contrast images, and vice versa. When varying axicon angle, we will add the first moment at the focal depth as it provides a good measure of side lobe energy. using a 7.5-MHz, 185-μm pitch array, beams with varying parameters of axicon angle φ, spherical aperture radius r 1 , axicon aperture radius r 2 , and spherical focal depth z s were simulated with field ii's engine [20] . axicon angle φ was varied from 12.5° to 20° along with aperture outer radius r 2 ranging from 2 to 10 mm with axicon fractions A of 0.1 to 0.5. spherical focusing depth relative to conical focusing depth was examined as well. With the combined minimization techniques, four optimized apertures were chosen via a semi-automated algorithm to cover a depth of 4.5 cm, coverage typical for breast imaging.
B. Comparison With Purely Spherical Beams
these apertures were compared with purely spherical beams via their point spread functions (Psfs) by examining beam width and axial amplitude versus depth. side lobe energy was also assessed with six instances of 3-mm anechoic spherical void phantoms. lesion detectability can be quantified with lesion signal-to-noise ratio (lsnr), computed as [21] , [22] :
where μ and σ corresponded to the mean and standard deviation, respectively. each scattering phantom consisted of 10 000 scatterers/cm 3 as the minimum recommended by oostervald et al. for fully developed rayleigh statistics [23] . to calculate the Psf and lsnr for both spherical and hybrid apertures, we simulated pulse-echo imaging with dynamic receive focusing to mirror a practical, clinical setting. statistical significance was investigated using a two-sided student's t-test.
C. Beam Steering
Beam steering can be achieved with reconfigurable arrays by placing the center of the annuli directly in front of the focus [4] . as steering usually requires finer sampling, delay approximation errors cause detectable artifacts when steering with reconfigurable configurations. to improve steered beam quality, we chose to link subelements together based on their corresponding delay lines instead of subelement location. for instance, if we have 32 channels, we first compute the ideal delay for each subelement and then quantize them to 32 values. each subelement that shares the same quantized value will be linked to the same channel.
in a reconfigurable array, subelements are connected and disconnected to each other and to system channels via an underlying switch matrix [3] . the groups of subelements that form an element must have an access point to the channel for transmitting and receiving signals. the number of access points in the reconfigurable array is limited electronically because more switches would be needed for additional access points, which incrementally increases the complexity of the hardware. our quantization scheme ensures that linked subelements can form a ring without relying on a dense distribution of access points across the array by making sure subelements that share the same delay are mostly contiguous throughout the entire array. for each subelement, a close access point on the order of 5 to 6 subelements away would be used to minimize propagation delays from access point to subelement.
to test our technique, we simulated one-way transmit beams using two configurations: placing the center of the annular array at the point in front of the focus in the x-y plane, and by dividing the array into elements based on their delay values as illustrated in fig. 2 . With 128 channels and a 20.1-mm diameter, 150-μm pitch aperture, the beam was focused 4 cm deep at a central frequency of 5 MHz and steered 45°.
iii. results
A. Beam Optimization
optimization of aperture size was first performed to determine the ideal f-number operation given our array properties. We examined the beam widths found from the Psfs of spherical focusing simulations as a function of aperture diameter. the best aperture at each depth z corresponds to the smallest beam-width difference. the best results were obtained when maintaining an f-number of approximately 1.5 as shown in table i. for instance, when focusing at 28 mm, the 18 mm aperture gave the best results. this f-number was used for aperture size in dynamic receive focusing.
for arrays with pitch greater than λ/2, steering angle must be limited to minimize grating lobe effects on image quality. to determine a suitable axicon angle for the hybrid aperture, different φs ranging from 12.5° to 20° were simulated with an aperture using axicon focusing with r 1 = 2 mm and r 2 = 3 mm. the spatial peak intensity of the axicon beam depends on the angle chosen and location of the inner and outer edges of the axicon, r 1 and r 2 , which can be determined geometrically as it lies in between the depths at which the beams of the axicon overlap. We will refer to this point of maximum intensity of the axicon beam as the axicon central focus. an illustration showing the location of the axicon central focus with respect to the aperture is shown in fig. 3 . the spherical focusing depth was varied 3 to 5 mm deeper than the axicon central focus to improve the uniformity of the beam width and sensitivity with depth. the latter criterion was given more weight at the deepest focal zones where sensitivity is a problem. focusing the spherical aperture beyond the axicon central focus produces a longer beam along the entire focal zone than would a shorter spherical focal point with a slightly larger beam width. an initial small aperture radius of 3 mm was chosen to not only reduce simulation time, but also to minimize the differences between depth range covered due to changing axicon angle.
the ideal axicon angle φ was found to be approximately 15° for this beamforming implementation as depicted in fig. 4 . to determine optimal axicon fraction A, we varied aperture size r 2 from 2 to 10 mm with A ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 and evaluated our cost functions.
as seen in fig. 5 , the optimal axicon fraction A was found to be approximately 0.25. With a starting axicon fig. 3 . the axicon beam produced by the outer axicon ring aperture. the axicon central focus is defined as the spatial peak intensity of the beam, which is located between the intersection with the central axis of the beams normal to the axicon aperture from its inner and outer edges. changing r 1 , r 2 , and angle φ will affect the location of the axicon central focus. fig. 4 . Minimization function and first energy moment averaged over beam and at focus for r 1 = 2 mm and r 2 = 3 mm aperture over various axicon angles. fig. 5 . Minimization function varying axicon fraction A over different total aperture radii, r 2 . the best value found for A was approximately 0.25.
angle φ of 15° and A of 0.25, we proceeded to optimize various apertures to cover a depth of 4.5 cm by varying the given parameters φ and A along with spherical focal point z s . four apertures were then chosen to best cover this range. the chosen parameters and focal regions covered by each aperture are delineated in table ii.
B. Comparison With Purely Spherical Beams
the Psf of each of the four hybrid apertures was computed and compared with purely spherical apertures at corresponding depths. the Psf of the hybrid apertures at the edges of each focal zone showed higher sensitivity and better beam width when compared with the spherical apertures. the Psf and corresponding axial waveforms for the second and fourth aperture are shown in fig. 6 . relative amplitudes are revealed in the waveforms.
lsnr was calculated for comparison using anechoic void phantoms. six unique iterations were performed at different depths for each aperture, with P-values showing statistical significance at the focal depth extremes. the differences between the hybrid and spherical apertures at the focus were insignificant. compared with beams using spherical focusing, the hybrid beams produced an elongated, more uniform beam over the range of depths. the average lsnr for spherical and hybrid apertures calculated at specific depths are shown in table iii along with the P-values.
C. Beam Steering
By minimizing the delay errors for each subelement, we obtained a better quality beam by eliminating the eaglewing artifact found with the previous method using traditional annular rings. the beams shown in fig. 7 are c-scans located in the elevational and lateral plane (radial plane) perpendicular to the steered beam.
iV. discussion
A. Beam Optimization
for practicality, we chose to proceed with the minimization in a sequential manner. this can lead to local minima, requiring additional searches if results are unsatisfactory. the first parameter examined was φ, or axicon angle, because this parameter strongly affects how the other pa- fig. 4 showed that beams constructed with φ = 15° demonstrated a good balance between side lobe energy and depth coverage for deeper foci and was chosen as the initial approximate angle for aperture formation. if we examine the beams closely, those with φ = 20° yielded a large amount of side lobe energy, whereas beams with φ = 12.5° had a much wider beam width, both of which would contribute to an increase in our minimization functions which favor narrower beam width and less side lobe clutter. although angle sampling was relatively coarse, the tradeoff between side lobe energy and beam width is observed as encountered in traditional conical focusing. overall aperture was guided by experience with linear and phased arrays and the observation that, with our subelement geometry, the image quality factors deteriorated for f-numbers less than 1.5, as shown in table i. We also found that using an aperture larger than 22 mm resulted in worse overall beam width, most likely caused by excessive phase cancellation effects from focusing coming from the outer edges of the aperture, resulting in destructive interference and an overall decreased focusing effect.
to determine an optimized aperture, aperture size r 2 was varied from 2 to 10 mm and axicon fraction A from 0.1 to 0.5. apertures with large A showed too much energy outside the main beam; this also resulted in a discontinuous jagged beam for which one could distinguish between the spherical and axicon beam. When A gets too small, the beam starts to resemble the purely spherical beam, thereby nullifying the hybrid focusing advantage. the optimized axicon portion was found to be approximately 0.25 of its spherical counterpart to produce an optimized, elongated beam for greater depth range. the exception, shown in fig. 5 , is at the smallest, 2 mm, aperture. this is most likely attributable to the minute differences obtained in beam width and range for such a small aperture, functioning largely in the near field. as A increased in value, the range and beam width difference was insufficient to form a function with a minimum.
the final parameter for minimization was z s , or spherical focal depth. z s was varied 2 to 5 mm beyond the depth of the axicon central focus for optimization. ideally, we strove to focus as deeply as possible to extend beam range while preserving a narrow central beam. for all four apertures, the optimal depth choice was found to be approximately 3 mm beyond the axicon central focus. exceeding this value produced beams with high side lobe energy caused by interference between the two different focusing techniques.
although the choice of apertures to cover our chosen depth relies on these optimized parameters, it is important to note that aperture size also influences depth selection. this occurs because depth coverage of a ringed axicon with axicon angle φ-fixed focusing is directly related to axicon fraction A and aperture size r 2 . thus, the size of each optimized aperture needs to be chosen accordingly to cover the desired range along with optimized parameters of φ, A, and spherical focus z s . although φ, A, and z s were not optimized for each aperture and depth setting chosen, we did check that the image quality cost functions were at least at local minima over these parameters for each final aperture and focal range. to illustrate, we have included the surface of the cost function for selecting the fourth aperture in fig. 8 . We ensured that each chosen aperture was located at the minimum of our functional, providing a good combination of narrow beam width over a long depth with suppressed clutter energy given the axicon fraction A, spherical focus z s , and axicon central focus parameters.
B. Comparison With Purely Spherical Beams
We compared the hybrid apertures' performance with standard spherically focused beams. the Psfs showed that the purely spherical beams have a narrower beam width at the focus. this is expected because spherical focusing concentrates most of its energy at the focus. However, the Psf of the hybrid beams sustained better beam width at the focal depth extremes. the hybrid apertures excel at these locations because they direct energy equally in the main lobe at all depths in the focal zone. the hybrid beams covered 1.2 to 1.5 cm within a −12 dB threshold signal, whereas the purely spherical beams averaged 0.8 to 1 cm.
the central a-line of the Psfs shown in fig. 6 also demonstrates the increased sensitivity of the hybrid aperture at the deeper extreme of the focal zone. for instance, when comparing the maximum amplitude of the signal at depths of 12 and 14 mm, we observe larger amplitudes when using the hybrid aperture. the axial amplitudes of both the hybrid and spherical apertures for the first focal zone are plotted in fig. 9 . at 14 mm, the improvement of the hybrid aperture over the spherical aperture is approximately 8 dB. this improvement in sensitivity is important because of typical signal loss with depth in ultrasound imaging and thus it would be beneficial, especially in the breast imaging environment.
to assess effects of side lobe and clutter energy, lsnr was calculated with multiple 3-mm spherical void phantoms at different depths encompassing the foci and beyond. We need to note that 10 000 scatterers/cm 3 were used in these phantoms to speed up simulation time. although the phantoms generated showed well-developed speckle, using more scatterers should lead to more consistent values. in our own experience, some improvement could be seen in going to higher densities but at impractical computation times. furthermore, simulations were run on six unique scattering phantoms at each depth. increasing the number of phantoms should also yield better statistics, albeit at the expense of simulation time.
Given the lsnr values in table iii, the purely spherical and hybrid beams both performed well at the focus because slight differences were statistically insignificant. this validates that side lobe and clutter energy usually accompanying axicon focusing were minimized with this beamforming method. at points beyond the focus, the performance of the hybrid beams was superior to their spherical equivalents, with t-values falling well below the threshold for P < 0.05. a composite image showing the Psfs and spherical void simulations of the four focal zones chosen are shown in fig. 10 . the benefit of the hybrid apertures is most apparent at the extremes of each focal zone. in some instances, the voids appeared murky when imaged with the spherical aperture but were welldistinguished with the hybrid beam, e.g., at the 16 and 44 mm depths.
We should note that both the hybrid and purely spherical focused apertures used in the simulations were not amplitude apodized. the outer portion of the optimal array apertures demonstrated in this paper is effectively phase apodized. including amplitude apodization at the edge of a spherically focused array may yield similar results; a comparison would be interesting to investigate in future work.
Beam parameters that are most important to image quality include the lateral and axial resolutions, depth of field, contrast, and frame rate [24] . our results suggest that hybrid beamforming results in improved image quality, producing a long, narrow beam that performs well at lower depths without sacrificing lateral resolution at the focus. this focusing scheme would also be advantageous in ultrasound transmit beams because fewer beams would be needed to cover the same depth range when compared with traditional spherical focusing. Being able to use fewer transmit pulses would allow an increase in frame rate and thus be especially favorable in applications limited by low frame rate such as doppler and compound ultrasound imaging. fig. 9 . the a-line plots of the hybrid and spherical apertures are overlaid for the aperture of the first focal zone. at the lower depths, we see that the hybrid aperture is more sensitive compared with the spherical aperture. fig. 8 . surface of minimization function for aperture at deepest focal zone is shown. the chosen aperture falls within the valley signifying at least a local minimum of our cost functional.
C. Beam Steering
Beam steering is useful to get extra information when transducer scanning angle is limited. When steering with reconfigurable arrays, the improvement in beam quality is most noticeable in the c-scan because phase delay errors are pronounced at various angles from the central axis when steering. By quantizing the delays, the maximum error of any subelement is decreased and instead distributed evenly over all the subelements. this results in removing the large artifact present in regular ring selection caused by concentrated energy and spreading the side lobe energy around the Psf instead. We should note that there will still be grating lobes caused by insufficient array sampling at a large steering angle; however, we found that minimizing phase error delay via delay quantization reduces excess side lobe energy associated with grating lobes as well.
the resulting Psf of the steered beam also illustrates the inherent advantage of reconfigurable arrays. Because it uses annular focusing, the beam width in the lateral direction is similar to that in the elevational direction, leading to an isotropic Psf or resolution. this uniformity improves ultrasound image quality when compared with traditional linear arrays because there will be minimal volume averaging due to the elevational beam width. V. conclusion the reconfigurability of 2-d arrays affords beamforming flexibility with only a limited number of channels. annular arrays represent a logical implementation of reconfigurable arrays. although 12 elements were shown to be sufficient for annular array imaging [2] given the constraints of reliability of many coaxial cables under constant mechanical motion, we have found that increasing the number of elements drastically improves image quality. this reconfigurable concept can be extended to hybrid beamforming, which improves image quality for a given number of focal zones at the focal depth extremes when compared with spherical focusing. Hybrid beamforming can potentially increase frame rate as well because fewer transmit beams will be needed to cover the same depth range. furthermore, reconfigurable arrays are also amenable to beam steering, which is critical in diagnostic ultrasound imaging for obtaining better beam coverage when translating the active aperture is not an option. fong Ming is currently a graduate student in the biomedical engineering department of the university of Michigan. Her research interests include speed of sound signal processing and medical ultrasound imaging. His background includes both academic and industrial activities, including teaching and research at rutgers university, Piscataway, nj; stevens institute of technology, Hoboken, nj; and rensselaer Polytechnic institute (rPi), troy, ny. He has worked for the u.s. army electronics command at ft. Monmouth, nj, as an rf engineer. He has held research related positions in medical ultrasound since 1976 for Picker ultrasound, northford, ct; elscint, inc., Boston, Ma; atl/interspec, ambler, Pa; and most recently Ge Global research in niskayuna, ny, where he is currently a chief technologist in the imaging technologies organization. in addition, he is an adjunct Professor in the electrical, computer, and systems engineering department at rPi. the focus of the industrial work has centered on ultrasound systems design, especially beam formation, miniaturization of ultrasound scanners, ultrasound bioeffects, and the design for ultraportable imagers. an additional focus deals with novel application of ultrasonic imagers.
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